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ABSTRACT
Programming with parallel skeletons is an attractive framework because it encourages programmers to develop ecient and portable parallel programs. However, extracting parallelism from sequential speci cations and constructing ecient parallel programs using the skeletons are still dicult tasks. In this paper, we propose an analytical
approach to transforming recursive functions on general recursive data structures into
compositions of parallel skeletons. Using static slicing, we have de ned a classi cation of
subexpressions based on their data-parallelism. Then, skeleton-based parallel programs
are generated from the classi cation. To extend the scope of parallelization, we have
adopted more general parallel skeletons which do not require the associativity of argument functions. In this way, our analytical method can parallelize recursive functions
with complex data ows.
Keywords : data parallelism, parallelization, functional languages, parallel skeletons, data
ow analysis, static slice

1. Introduction

Skeleton-based parallel programming has been attracting much attention as a
framework for expressing data-parallelism in functional languages. In this framework, parallel programs are composed of high-level functions, called parallel skeletons, which express algorithmic forms common to a range of parallel computations
on data collections. This method enables ecient and portable parallel programming by encouraging programmers to build parallel programs from ready-made
skeletons for which ecient implementations are known to exist[1,2,3].
However, data-parallel programming is still dicult. In functional languages,
data collections such as lists or trees are declared recursively and applications on
such data structures are naturally speci ed using recursion. It is not easy to extract prede ned forms of data-parallelism from such speci cations and integrate
them into ecient parallel programs. Therefore, there have been many attempts
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to automatically generate skeleton-based parallel programs from more friendly sequential recursive programs.
Most of these attempts use the calculational approach to program transformation[4]. They are based on the list homomorphism lemma[5]. Because this lemma
can only be applied to very restricted forms of functions, many researchers tried
to extend the scope of the lemma to more general forms such as almost homomorphisms[6,7], functions on sequential lists[8,9,6,10], and functions on general recursive
data structures[11].
However, the calculational methods have some restrictions. To apply the lemma,
the parallelizing translator must nd appropriate associative operators, which is a
dicult and sometimes impossible task. Also, in these methods, input programs
must be expressed in pre-de ned forms so that transformation rules can be applied.
However, it is not straightforward to turn recursive functions with complex data
ows into such forms, even if the functions have useful data parallelism.
datatype tree = Leaf of int | Node of int * tree * tree
fun inorder (Leaf x, n) = ((Leaf n1 )2 ,13 )4
|
inorder (Node(x,lt,rt), n) =
let
(t15 ,s16 ) = (inorder (lt7 ,n8 )9 )10 ;
(t211 ,s212 ) = (inorder (rt13 ,((114 +n15 )16 +s117 )18 )19 )20
in
((Node ((n21 +s122 )23 ,t124 ,t225 )26 )27 , ((s128 +s229 )30 +131 )32 )33
end34

Fig. 1.

inorder

: an in-order numbering function[11].

Fig. 1 shows a function which numbers every node of a tree in in-order starting
from a given number[11]. The subscripts are labels of subexpressions and pattern
variables in the function bodies.a Because the size of the left subtree is required to
number the right subtree in in-order, inorder returns not only the numbered tree
but also the tree size to do the numbering in one traversal of the tree. Because
the same function is applied to each node of a tree, there can be a useful dataparallelism in this function. However, because the results of recursions are assigned
to tuples and the variables of the tuples are used separately, the ow of data is
complex. Furthermore, there even exists a data dependency between recursive calls.
Therefore, it is dicult to turn the second function body into an application of
associative operators to the results of recursions and local computations. Hence,
the calculational methods cannot directly parallelize this function[11].
In this paper, we propose an analytical method for transforming call-by-value
recursive functions on general recursive data structures into compositions of parallel
skeletons. Our research has the following novel aspects:

 We have used more general parallel skeletons which do not require the associativity of argument functions. Our parallel skeletons can guarantee an O(h)

a

This identi cation is used in Section 3.
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parallel execution time with (n=log n) processors.b This is unsatisfactory compared with the O(log n) execution time of parallel skeletons using associative
operators. However, we can transform more general recursive functions into
compositions of parallel skeletons with this freedom.
 We de ne a classi cation of subexpressions in recursive functions based on
their parallelism, which can be analyzed using a static slicing analysis. Then,
subexpressions of each class can be evaluated using an appropriate parallel
skeleton. In this way, we can parallelize recursive functions with complex
data ows. This analytical method has become possible because we adopted
the general parallel skeletons.
Because of dependencies among recursions, it is not straightforward to transform
recursive functions on general recursive data into compositions of parallel skeletons.
We could overcome such a diculty successfully using an analytical method and
the more general parallel skeletons.
Our research is presented as follows. In Section 2, we present the parallel skeletons for our object programs. In Section 3, we de ne the form of recursive functions
to be parallelized, then present a classi cation and an analysis of data-parallelism
of recursive functions. In Section 4, the generation of object parallel programs is
explained using the inorder example. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2. Polytypic Parallel Skeletons

Our object parallel programs express parallelism using polytypic parallel skeletons which are generically de ned for general recursive data types[12,11,3].
In functional languages, recursive data types are declared as follows.
datatype

rtype = C1 of t1  rtype 1  : : :  rtype r1

:::

j Cm of tm  rtype  : : :  rtype rm
1

We have assumed that a data constructor Ci has one non-recursive argument of ti
type and ri recursive arguments(ri  0). Given a value Ci (v; x1 ; : : : ; xri ) of rtype ,
we have named v the non-recursive eld and xj the recursive eld.
For rtype , our parallel skeletons are de ned as follows, where f = (f1 ; : : : ; fm ).
 map f Ci (v; x1 ; : : : ; xri ) = Ci ((fi v); map f x1 ; : : : ; map f xri )
 reduce f Ci (v; x1 ; : : : ; xri ) = fi (v; reduce f x1 ; : : : ; reduce f xri )
 scanup f Ci (v; x1 ; : : : ; xri ) = Ci (fi (v; root x1 ; : : : ; root xri ); x1 ; : : : ; xri )
where scanup f xj = xj (1  j  ri ) and root Ci (v; x1 ; : : : ; xri ) = v
 scandn f Ci (v; x1 ; : : : ; xri ) ap = Ci (v ; scandn f x1 ap1 ; : : : ; scandn f xri apri )
where fi (a; ap) = (v ; ap1 ; : : : ; apri ).
 zip Ci (v; x1 ; : : : ; xri ) Ci (w; y1 ; : : : ; yri ) = Ci ((v; w); zip x1 y1 ; : : : ; zip xri yri )
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

b When we state time complexities in this paper,
structures and means the number of elements.
n

h

means the height of tree-like input data
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The implementation of reduce ; scanup , and scandn has been studied by many researchers. We will only summarize the well-known results[13,14,3]. Naive implementations require the parallel execution time of O(max(T (fi ))m
i=1  h) with (n=log n)
processors where T (fi ) denotes the computing time for fi . If the tree contraction
algorithm can be applied, they can be computed in O(log n  max(T (fi ))m
i=1 ) time
using (n=log n) processors.

3. Parallelism of Recursive Functions
3.1. Input Programs
Recursive functions on recursive data structures are not always suitable for parallelization. Therefore, we have de ned the scope of input functions.

De nition 1 Recursive Functions for Parallelization

Recursive functions to be parallelized are those which can be turned into the following
form
fun

j
where

j

E1 [hf (x1j ; e1j )ilj1=1 ]
E2 [hf (x2j ; e2j )ilj2=1 ]
:::
f (n (patn ; xn1 ; : : : ; xnln ); apn ) = En [hf (xnj ; enj )iljn=1 ]
f (1 (pat1 ; x11 ; : : : ; x1l1 ); ap1 ) =
f (2 (pat2 ; x21 ; : : : ; x2l2 ); ap2 ) =

 Ei [ ]'s are expression contexts, and Ei 's and eij 's contain neither f nor xik .
 hf (xij ; eij )ilji are li holes being lled with recursive calls f (xij ; eij ), where
=1

li is the number of recursive elds for the data constructor i and eij 's are
actual accumulation parameters for recursive calls.

 pati 's are patterns matched to non-recursive elds of recursive parameters,
and xij 's and api 's are variable patterns.
2
The above de nition does not require any actual transformation but only restricts the scope of input functions. Given any recursive function, we can easily
check the above condition by scanning its formal parameters, recursive calls, and
usages of xij 's.
Recursive functions of De nition 1 have a tuple value as their actual parameter,
where the rst element is of a recursive type. We have named the rst element the
recursive parameter and the second element the accumulation parameter. Functions
of De nition 1 apply the same function to all the recursive parts of a recursive
parameter propagating values via accumulation parameters. Thus, we can extract
data-parallelism from these functions.
3.2. Parallelism of Recursive Functions
For functions of De nition 1, the simultaneous function application to all the
recursive parts is restrained by the data ow among recursions. This data ow
arises from the accumulation parameters and the results of recursions.
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The value of the accumulation parameter is initially available only for the function application on the root node. Accumulation parameters for other applications
must be evaluated along recursions. If recursive calls are in a function body, computations which use their results must be deferred until the return of the recursions.
When there are multiple recursions in a function body, some results of a recursion
may be used to evaluate accumulation parameters for other recursions. In this case,
the sibling recursions cannot be evaluated in parallel. However, if the recursion
results which are used to evaluate the accumulation parameters can be evaluated
without its own accumulation parameter, these results can be evaluated in parallel
before the evaluation of accumulation parameters.
In the inorder function, s1, t1, s2, and t2 are the results of recursions. Because
s1 is used to evaluate the accumulation parameter for the second recursion, there
exist dependencies between the two recursions. However, because the accumulation
parameters n and (1+n)+s1 are not used to evaluate s1 and s2 respectively, the
values of s1 and s2 can be evaluated in parallel without accumulation parameters.
Therefore, inorder can be executed in parallel as follows. First, the sizes of subtrees, s1 and s2, can be evaluated in bottom-up order by an upward accumulation.
Then, the accumulation parameters for all recursions can be evaluated in top-down
order by a downward accumulation. Using these results, the in-order number for
each tree node can be simultaneously evaluated by a map operation. Finally, the
overall result is generated in bottom-up order by a reduce operation.
Considering the above dependencies, we can classify subexpressions in function
bodies based on their conditions of data-parallel evaluation. To de ne the classi cation, we must formalize the usage relation among subexpressions and results of
recursions. We have used static slicing to de ne this relation[15]. A static slice is a
set of parts of a program that may a ect values computed at a designated program
point for some possible input values. For two subexpressions with labels l1 and l2
in a program f , l2 2 SSf (l1 ) means that some value evaluated from the expression
l2 can be used to evaluate the expression l1 . In this case, we will say l1 uses l2 .
SS (1) = SS (8) = SS (15) = SS (16) = SS (18) = SS (21) =
f3; 6; 8; 12; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32g
SS (2) = f1; 3; 6; 8; 12; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32g
SS (3) = SS (7) = SS (13) = SS (14) = SS (31) = f g
SS (4) = f1; 2; 3; 6; 8; 12; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32g
SS (5) = SS (11) = SS (24) = SS (25) = SS (26) = SS (27) = SS (33) =
f1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 8; 11; 12; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32g
SS (6) = SS (12) = SS (17) = SS (22) = SS (28) = SS (29) = SS (30) = SS (32) =
f3; 6; 12; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32g
SS (9) = f3; 6; 7; 8; 12; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32g
SS (10) = SS (20) =
f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 8; 11; 12; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32; 33; 34g
SS (19) = f3; 6; 8; 12; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32g
SS (23) = f3; 6; 8; 12; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 21; 22; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32g
SS (34) = f1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 8; 11; 12; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32; 33g
f
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Fig. 2. The static slice of inorder.
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Fig. 2 shows the static slice of inorder. The numbers are subscripts of Fig. 1.
In the result, SSf (5) 3 27 because SSf (34) 3 27, SSf (10) 3 34, and the left elements
of tuple values returned from (inorder (lt7 ,n8 )9 )10 are assigned to t15 . However,
SSf (5) 63 32 because the right elements of values from (inorder (lt7 ,n8 )9 )10 are
assigned not to t15 but to s16 . A static slice can be de ned based on operational
semantics, and we can analyze all the static slices of a function using abstract
interpretation in O(N 3 ) time where N is the number of subexpressions[16].
Now we can formally de ne the classi cation of subexpressions. We have given
a color for each class. We assume that recursive calls are always used in the form
of p = f (x; e) in let bindings without loss of generality.

De nition 2 Formal De nition of Colors
Given a function de nition fun f pat = e j : : : j f patn = en and the static slicing
1

1

function SSf , let
L : the set of labels in e1 ; : : : ; en
ApLabels = fl j p = f (x; e) is a recursive call in e1 ; : : : ; en ; l is the label of eg
ApUse = fl 2 L j SSf (l) \ ApLabels 6= g
ApUse = L ; ApUse
RecResults = fl j p = f (x; e) is a recursive call in e1 ; : : : ; en ;
l is a label of a variable pattern in pg
RedResults = fl j l 2 RecResults; SSf (l) \ ApLabels = g
BlackResults = RecResults ; RedResults :
Then, the set of labels of each color is de ned as follows.
White = ApUse \ fl j SSf (l) \ RecResults = g
Red = (ApUse ; White ) \ fl j 9l 2 RedResults s.t. l 2 SSf (l )g
Blue = (ApUse ; White ) \ fl j 6 9l 2 RedResults s.t. l 2 SSf (l )g
Yellow = ApUse \
fl j SSf (l) \ BlackResults =  and 9l 2 ApLabels s.t. l 2 SSf (l )g
Green = ApUse \
fl j SSf (l) \ BlackResults =  and 6 9l 2 ApLabels s.t. l 2 SSf (l )g
Black = ApUse \
fl j SSf (l) \ BlackResults 6=  and 6 9l 2 ApLabels s.t. l 2 SSf (l )g 2
SSf (l) \ ApLabels 6=  means that expression l uses some value of the accumulation parameters, and ApUse is the set of such expressions. RecResults is the set
of variable patterns to which the results of recursive calls are assigned. RecResults
is divided into RedResults and BlackResults: the recursion results that do not use
accumulation parameters are assigned to variables in RedResults and the other results are assigned to variables in BlackResults. We call elements of RedResults and
BlackResults red-results and black-results, respectively.
The set of subexpressions of each color can be de ned using the above sets.
White expressions do not use any accumulation parameters or results of recursions,
so they can be simultaneously evaluated on all nodes by map . Red expressions
evaluate red-results using red-results, so they are evaluated propagating red-results
upwards by scanup . After White and Red expressions have been evaluated, Blue
expressions can be evaluated by map .
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Yellow Black
Green
Blue
White
Fig. 3. The lattice for the coloring analysis.
Red

Yellow expressions compute accumulation parameters. Because an accumulation parameter can be used to evaluate other accumulation parameters, they are
computed by scandn . After accumulation parameters are evaluated for all recursions, Green expressions can be evaluated by map . Black expressions compute the
nal result using results from subtrees. They are evaluated by reduce .
There can be subexpressions which do not belong to any color. This occurs
when a black-result of a recursion is used to evaluate an accumulation parameter
of another recursive call. In this case, the input program cannot be transformed
into a composition of our parallel skeletons because the accumulation parameters
of the sibling recursions cannot be evaluated in parallel. For example, in Fig. 1, if
we replace the subexpression ((s128 +s229 )30 +131 )32 with ((s128 +s229 )30 +n31 )32 ,
s16 becomes a black-result because the accumulation parameter n8 is used to evaluate its value, where s16 is used to evaluate the second accumulation parameter
((114 +n15 )16 +s117 )18 . Then, we cannot parallelize this function because the two
accumulation parameters cannot be evaluated in parallel.
3.3. Analysis of Parallelism
Using a sound approximation of a static slice, we can analyze the colors of
subexpressions from their de nition. Fig. 3 is the lattice for the analysis. Because
we use an approximation of a static slice which may be incomplete, some expressions
of a color can be analyzed to be of an upper color. In these cases, though the
eciency may be reduced, the object program can complete all the computations.
Sometimes, some expressions can be analyzed to belong to >. This occurs when
the input program is not parallelizable or the approximation of its static slice is too
coarse. In both cases, the parallelization fails.
Fig. 4 is the result of the coloring analysis of inorder. t1 and t2 are blackfun inorder (Leaf x, n) = ((Leaf n:G):G,1:W):G
|
inorder (Node(x,lt,rt), n) =
let
(t1:Bk,s1:R) = (inorder (lt:W,n:Y):G):Bk;
(t2:Bk,s2:R) = (inorder (rt:W,((1:W+n:Y):Y+s1:B):Y):G):Bk
in
((Node((n:G+s1:B):G,t1:Bk,t2:Bk):Bk):Bk,((s1:R+s2:R):R+1:W):R):Bk
end:Bk

Fig. 4. Colors of subexpressions in inorder.
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results because accumulation parameters are used to compute the rst results, and
s1 and s2 are red-results. (1+n)+s1 uses an accumulation parameter and evaluates
the accumulation parameter for the second recursive call, so it belongs to Yellow .
(s1+s2)+1 uses red-results and evaluates red-results, so it belongs to Red . Although
n+s1 uses an accumulation parameter and a red-result, it belongs to Green because
it is not used to evaluate any red-results or accumulation parameters.

4. Generating Data-Parallel Programs
4.1. The Form of Object Parallel Programs
Object parallel programs have the following form. Expressions of each color are
used to generate argument functions for the appropriate parallel skeleton.

f x; ap) =

fun (
let

W res
R res
B res
Y res
G res

in

= zip x (map (f1 ; : : : ; fm ) x);
= zip W res (scanup (f1 ; : : : ; fm ) W res );
= zip R res (map (f1 ; : : : ; fm) R res);
= zip B res (scandn (f1 ; : : : ; fm) B res ap);
= zip Y res (map (f1 ; : : : ; fm ) Y res )
W

W

R

B

R

B

Y

G

Y

G

reduce (f1 ; : : : ; fm ) G res
BK

BK

end

Parallel skeletons in the let bindings compute values of White , Red , Blue , Yellow ,
and Green expressions. Each result is combined with the previous results using zip.
Each parallel operation can be omitted unless computations of the corresponding
color are necessary. The overall result is obtained by evaluating Black expressions.
4.2. The Procedure for Parallel Program Generation
Given a recursive function whose subexpressions' colors are analyzed, a parallel
program is generated in the following steps. We will explain the procedure using
our inorder program example.

4.2.1. Preprocessing for Code Generation
We replace each recursive call with a tuple of new variables. The new variables are also added to the formal parameters of argument functions for scanup or
reduce skeletons, and the results of recursive calls are propagated via these formal
parameters. This is done as follows.
(i) We get color tuples from the patterns to which the results of recursive calls
are assigned. For inorder, we get (Black ; Red ) and (Black ; Red ) from the
patterns (t1:Bk,s1:R) and (t2:Bk,s2:R) respectively.
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(ii) The most detailed color tuple, which we name the result-color, is generated
from the previous color tuples by selecting more detailed parts. For example, we can get ((Red ; Black ); (Red ; Black )) from (Black ; (Red ; Black )) and
((Red ; Black ) ; Black ). For inorder, we get the result-color (Black ; Red )
from (Black ; Red ) and (Black ; Red ).
(iii) Accumulation parameters of recursive calls are extracted so that they can be
used for code generation after recursive calls are replaced with variable tuples.
;

(t1,s1)=inorder(lt,n)
(t2,s2)=inorder(rt,1+n+s1)

)

Ap1=n;(t1,s1)=inorder(lt,Ap1);
Ap2=1+n+s1;(t2,s2)=inorder(rt,Ap2)

(iv) Recursive calls are replaced with variable tuples, which are of the same structure as the result-color. For inorder, we replace two recursive calls with
(Res1:Bk,Res2:R) and (Res3:Bk,Res4:R), which are generated from the
result-color (Black ; Red ).
(v) Assignments to constructor or tuple patterns are divided if possible.
Fig. 5 shows the result from the preprocessing. Recursive calls are replaced with
variable tuples and the resulting assignments of (Res1:Bk,Res2:R) and (Res3:Bk,
Res4:R) to the tuple patterns (t1:Bk,s1:R) and (t2:Bk,s2:R) are divided.
fun inorder (Leaf x, n) = ((Leaf n:G):G,1:W):G
|
inorder (Node(x,lt,rt), n) =
let
Ap1:Y = n:Y; t1:Bk = Res1:Bk; s1:R = Res2:R;
Ap2:Y = ((1:W+n:Y):Y+s1:B):Y; t2:Bk = Res3:Bk; s2:R = Res4:R
in
((Node((n:G+s1:B):G,t1:Bk,t2:Bk):Bk):Bk,((s1:R+s2:R):R+1:W):R):Bk
end:Bk

Fig. 5. The inorder program after preprocessing.

4.2.2. Extracting Subexpressions of Each Color
We extract computations of each color from the preprocessed function bodies
in the order of White ; Red ; Blue ; Yellow , and Green . Atomic expressions such as
variables or constants are not extracted because they need no computation.
Subexpressions are extracted in the form of assignments to variables. If a subexpression of the color for the extraction is the whole right-hand side of an assignment,
the assignment is extracted. Otherwise, we replace the subexpression with a new
variable, and an assignment of the subexpression to the new variable is returned.
In the rst function body of inorder, there are only Green computations.
The result of the extraction with Green is htemp1=(Leaf n,1)i, and the function
body becomes temp1. In the second function body, there are Red ; Yellow Green ,
and Black computations. The results of the Red , Yellow , and Green extractions are hs1=Res2; s2=Res4; temp2=(s1+s2)+1i, hAp1=n; Ap2=(1+n)+s1i, and
htemp3=(n+s1)i, respectively. And after all these extractions, the second function
body becomes hlet t1=Res1;t2=Res3 in (Node(temp3,t1,t2),temp2) endi, which
has only Black computations.
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4.2.3. Building Argument Functions for Parallel Skeletons
We can generate a parallel program using the results from the previous steps.
For inorder, we have obtained the result-color (Black ; Red ), replaced the recursive
calls in the function bodies with the variable tuples (Res1,Res2) and (Res3,Res4),
and extracted subexpressions of Red , Yellow , and Green colors.
Fig. 6 shows the parallel in-order numbering function automatically generated by our prototype parallelizing translator, which has been implemented using
SML/NJ. Because there are no White and Blue computations, the rst and the
second map operations are omitted in the function.
In the formal parameters of the argument functions, x is matched to nonrecursive elds of tree nodes and other parts are matched to the results from the
previous parallel operations and recursive calls, or accumulation parameters. Function bodies have the form of let expressions, whose assignments are the results of
subexpression extractions and whose result parts are tuples of assigned variables.
In inorder, its red-result is the size of each tree. inorder R1 and inorder R2
are generated from Red expressions and return a tuple of the tree size and intermediate results. For Leaf nodes, there are no Red computations and we can get
the red-result 1 by matching the result-color (Black ; Red ) with the function body
((Leaf n:G):G,1:W):G. Therefore, inorder R1 returns a tuple of the red-result 1
and a dummy value (). () expresses that there are no intermediate results. In
inorder R2, the formal parameters (Res2,_) and (Res4,_) are matched to results from child nodes, where Res2 and Res4 are matched to red-results and _'s
are matched to intermediate results. For the result part, the red-result temp2 is
obtained by matching (Black ; Red ) with the function body remaining after the Red
extraction and (s1,s2,temp2) is the tuple of the intermediate results.
Yellow expressions are transformed into argument functions for scandn . In these
functions, the accumulation parameter n is added to the formal parameters, and
accumulation parameters for recursions on child nodes are added to the result parts.
Because Leaf nodes have no child, inorder Y1 returns only the current accumulation parameter. In the result part of inorder Y2, (n,Ap1,Ap2) is the tuple of an
accumulation parameter and intermediate results from the Yellow expressions, and
Ap1 and Ap2 are accumulation parameters for recursive calls.
inorder G1 and inorder G2 are generated from the results of the Green extractions. In their formal parameters, (_,_) and (_,(s1,s2,temp2)) are matched to
the results from the scanup operation, and n and (n,Ap1,Ap2) are matched to the
results from the scandn operation. Using these previous results, the applications of
inorder G1 and inorder G2 can be simultaneously computed on all nodes.
inorder BK1 and inorder BK2 compute the nal results for Leaf and Node
nodes, respectively. Their formal parameters are matched to the intermediate results from the previous computations and the nal results from the recursions. Their
function bodies are the remaining expressions after the Green extractions.
Fig. 7 shows an execution of par inorder. We can further optimize par inorder
so that it does not store useless intermediate results such as s2, Ap1 and Ap2.
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fun par_inorder (tree,ap) =
let
R_res = zip tree (scan_up (inorder_R1,inorder_R2) tree);
Y_res = zip R_res (scan_dn (inorder_Y1,inorder_Y2) R_res ap);
G_res = zip Y_res (map (inorder_G1,inorder_G2) Y_res)
in
reduce (inorder_BK1,inorder_BK2) G_res
end
fun inorder_R1 x = (1,())
fun inorder_R2 (x,(Res2,_),(Res4,_)) =
let s1 = Res2; s2 = Res4; temp2 = (s1+s2)+1 in (temp2,(s1,s2,temp2)) end
fun inorder_Y1 ((x,(_,_)), n) = n
fun inorder_Y2 ((x,(_,(s1,s2,temp2))), n) =
let Ap1 = n; Ap2 = 1+n+s1 in ((n,Ap1,Ap2),Ap1,Ap2) end
fun inorder_G1 ((x,(_,_)),n) = let temp1 = (Leaf n,1) in temp1 end
fun inorder_G2 ((x,(_,(s1,s2,temp2))),(n,Ap1,Ap2)) =
let temp3 = (n+s1) in temp3 end
fun inorder_BK1 (((x,(_,_)),n),temp1) = temp1
fun inorder_BK2 ((((x,(_,(s1,s2,temp2))),(n,Ap1,Ap2)),temp3),
(Res1,Res2),(Res3,Res4)) =
let t1 = Res1; t2 = Res3 in (Node(temp3,t1,t2),temp2) end

Fig. 6. An object parallel program from inorder.
(Input)

R res

7 , 0
8 9

(7,(3,(1,1,3)))
(8,(1,())) (9,(1,()))

G res

(((7,(3,(1,1,3))),(0,0,2)),1)

Y res ((7,(3,(1,1,3))),(0,0,2))
((8,(1,())),0) ((9,(1,())),2)
(Result)

(((8,(1,())),0),Leaf 0) (((9,(1,())),2),Leaf 2)

Fig. 7. A parallel computation of par inorder on (Node(7,Leaf

1 , 3
0 2

8,Leaf 9), 0)

.

The time complexities of object parallel programs depend on the implementation of the parallel skeletons. Assuming a naive implementation, par inorder can
be computed in O(h) parallel time using n=(log n) processors, which is not optimal. However, because the argument functions of par inorder are composed of
associative operators, it can easily be transformed into a composition of the parallel
skeletons which use associative argument functions[11]. In this way, we can get an
optimal in-order numbering program having O(log n) parallel time complexity.

5. Conclusion
The parallel implementation of recursive functions can be divided into two tasks,
transforming sequential functions into compositions of parallel skeletons and implementing the parallel skeletons. Concentrating on the former, we have proposed
a method for transforming recursive functions on general recursive data structures
into skeleton-based parallel programs. By adopting an analytical approach and general parallel skeletons which do not require the associativity of argument functions,
we can parallelize recursive functions with complex data ows.
After our transformation, it becomes easier to nd associative argument func-
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tions which guarantees more ecient implementation of the parallel skeletons. Also,
our resulting programs can fully utilize ecient implementations of parallel skeletons such as tree contraction methods[13,14,3] or ecient linear reductions with
non-associative operators[17].
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